
                                      Bluebell Woods 
Environment Trees with fairy lights and ivy around space. Grassy 
woodland floor with blue/green voiles. Little bell tree and bluebell 
tree. Hanging bells at low end. Fairy fans (mini hand-held with 
pretty flower scrunchies). Woodland withy grotto with giant 
puppet. Bark treasure chest with gold coin chocolate treasures. 
Blue/green lighting. 
 

Woodland floor Feel the soft grass under your toes, with your fingers. Roll and play together 
on the grassy knoll, then cover with blue voiles like a carpet of bluebells, dance with cloths, 
hide under them, see the colours shimmering in the lights. 
Magic Find the bell tree and create tinkly magic sounds around the whole space, sing and make 
magic spells to call the fairies. 
Fairies Find the fans and dance with the fairies, hear the whirring if tiny wings and feel the 
air moving on hands, feet and face, tickling your skin as they flutter about. As the magic grows, 
the fairy lights appear on all the trees around space, finishing with the beautiful bluebell tree 
where the fairies live. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Giant Turning around you finally face the amazing giant puppet. Greet him individually and say 
hello, feel his fingers and toes, touch his face, eyes, mouth. He reaches out and hugs you, 
shakes hands, dances. Then growing stronger stands to his full height and dances and flies. 
Treasure Sitting down again, the giant shows his treasure. Be brave and take a golden coin 
from his hand. Enjoy the chocolate, then wave goodbye as he settles down to sleep. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Observations Took a while for some to get used to grass under feet 
- most enjoyed the playfulness of this section. Bell section light and 
musical/magical. Fairy fans engrossed most clients but rather fragile 
and batteries kept running out! Whole space looked magical when 
fairy lights on. Responses to giant were amazing. No fear, some 
wariness, but all overcame this and interacted with the giant man. 
Many interactions were very moving and emotional and some 
extremely funny! 
 
 


